
Spectrum Group at ICE Totally Gaming, Feb. 6-9 
 

The Spectrum Group of Companies will be out in full force at the upcoming ICE Totally 
Gaming events to be held February 6 – 9, at the ExCeL Centre in London. Our team has 
recently completed major projects in critical areas, ranging from gaming taxation policy to 
lottery revenue enhancement, from developing new market operating licensing terms and 
procedures to helping land-based operators understand and capture the benefits of online 
gaming, among many other issues. Spectrum’s global leadership team are scheduled for 
speaking roles: 
 

• Fredric Gushin, Spectrum Gaming Group Managing Director, who has 30 years of 
experience in matters related to anti-money laundering issues in the areas of policy 
and compliance with private sector and governmental clients throughout the world, will 
be speaking at a session on cybercrime at the Regulation Clinic sessions, on 
Wednesday, February 8.  Gushin, who has led numerous engagements in Asia, 
including Spectrum's work for the Ministry of Home Affairs and Casino Regulatory 
Authority in Singapore, will also be moderating an Asia Focus session at ICC on 
Monday, February 6, on the future opportunities for expanded gaming in Asia. 

• Michael Pollock, Spectrum Gaming Group Managing Director, who led a recent 
series of major lottery engagements in Ohio, Massachusetts, Florida and other 
markets, will speak at the World Café Roundtable on Tuesday, February 7, on 
Modernizing Lotteries. 

• Joseph Weinert, Spectrum Gaming Group Executive Vice President, who directs 
Spectrum projects ranging from casino market analyses to lottery consultations, will 
serve as morning Chair of the ICE VOX Modernising Lotteries program, on Tuesday, 
February 7. 

• Robert Heller, Spectrum Gaming Capital CEO, who is representing the consortium 
developing the planned Melco Hard Rock Resort in Cyprus, will be speaking at the 
International Casino Conference on Monday February 6 on the development of 
Integrated Resorts in Europe. 

• Paul Bromberg, Spectrum Asia CEO, who has led numerous investigations across 
Asia for governmental and private clients and has been a regular visitor to Japan 
during the casino legalization process, will speak at ICC on Monday, February 6, at 
the Asia Focus session on gaming opportunities in Asia. 
 

The Spectrum team will be available throughout ICE week to discuss your requirements and 
share our latest findings. To arrange a meeting with our senior team please contact Gail 
Pagano at gpagano@spectrumgaming.com. 
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